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Swiss Art Gate UAE in co-operation with Emirates Palace, Abu Dhabi, is putting

together an exhibition by Italian artist Amedeo Tremigliozzi from Jan.21 through

May 10. Titled “A Pictorial Orchestration”, the exhibition will be held in Emirates

Palace under the auspices of the Embassy of Italy to the UAE and has been curated

by Kurt Blum, General Manager of Swiss Art Gate UAE. On display will be 18 acrylic

artworks by Amedeo. 

Born in 1973 in Benevento, Italy, Amedeo graduated from the Benevento School of

Art in 1993 and studied further in the Naples Academy of Fine Arts. His passion for

decoration attached himself to forms and ideas and led him to attend a course

organised by the potter, Valisannio. 

Then began his passion for painting on ceramics and he embarked on making traditional Italian pottery. Alongside this he devoted himself

to painting on canvas ranging from classic to contemporary pieces. 

 Soon the two merged and his classic decorations of ceramics in a contemporary context found fusion on his canvas with a brilliant study

of light and strong colours. The artist thus managed to create his own style of “ceramic decoration on canvas” with extraordinary intensity

and emotions, fulfilling his fanciful imagination. 

Amedeo speaks exclusively to Panorama.

What sparked your interest in art?

Even as a child I had great affinity for drawing. Often I would stay outside for hours, observing the trees, the animals, the nature around

me, capturing mental images of the colours and shadows to reproduce at home. 

Your artwork for the Emirates Palace is very ornate. Where do these forms, shapes and ornaments originate from?

For over 10 years I produced ceramic decorations in my studio and in other laboratories. My inspiration was born out of this collection. My

approach to painting is almost automatic; when I begin a work it is like going on a trip, where my creations are replete with emotions.

Therefore when you look at my paintings, you will have to seek the hidden feelings and meanings from my artwork.

You are a painter as well as a ceramic artist. Can you elaborate on the ceramic work?

I was inspired by this beautiful branch of art in 1997 when attending a specialisation course. I was fascinated by the idea that natural

elements such as earth, water and fire can give life to a resistant and delicate object such as majolica. What excites me most are the

traits that are printed in clay and after 24 hours of waiting for the burning object to present its inner state, there is a big surprise waiting

for the creator.

What is the objective of an exhibition such as this one?

My ultimate goal is to create a relationship with the viewer through my decor; to convey a sense of well-being and for my work to unleash

abundant joy in the audience. The idea is to remove all negativity and lead towards light, just like a spiritual journey.

Which artists have greatly influenced your work?

I am influenced by several artists, but the one I would like to mention is Nino Caruso, as a sculptor. I also like Jean-Michel Basquiat for his

work on interesting themes and use of intense colours.

Can you narrate an amusing experience from your artwork?

Sometimes when I visit somebody’s home and see my art there decorating their walls and I realise they are not aware that I am the artist
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behind the artwork, such instances have been a source of amusement to me. For I can get their unadulterated views on my work, without

letting them know I am its creator. 

What are the challenges you face when working with ceramics and when you transfer the ornaments on paintings?

In ceramics it is almost impossible to delete a decoration; but this helps me so much in the contemporary painting process because it

makes my work on canvas easier and I do not need to change many things.

What motivates your art?

My family influences and motivates my art to a great deal. I watch my children running around the house, laughing and playing and it

makes me think that happiness should be engraved in the heart of every human being. This positive energy motivates my art.
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